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Motivation

• Build a scalable, energy-efficient, globally deployable, flow-
aware networking device.

• Explore impact of traffic differences across a wide variety of 
networks



Questions

• Can we identify distinct network types (a taxonomy)?
• By geography? Or access type? Or dominant application?

• How much time do networks spend near peak bandwidth?
• How do particular applications impact bandwidth 

utilization?

• Many useful devices are flow-aware - flow rates matter.
• But what defines a network’s peak flow rate?
• How do flow rates vary across networks?

• Where should we measure the network?



Methodology

• Data is being collected as part of an ongoing partnership with service 
providers for Sandvine Internet Phenomena reports.

• Sandvine PTS devices deployed in provider networks (typically at the 
edge)



Application recognition

• PTS can inspect the entirety of every packet of every flow
• No packet sampling, no payload truncation

• Tools of the trade:
• Regular expression matching of payload data

• Flow priming (e.g., VOIP protocols)

• DNS/SSL Priming for encrypted flows

• Recognition engine updated monthly

• Regression testing with thousands of real flows

• Our data does not include packet payloads, only statistical meta-data
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Understanding bandwidth patterns

• Few clear geographical trends
• Streaming video (esp. Netflix) in non-cellular North American networks

• Otherwise, no strong similarities across networks, even in the same region

• Networks show significant variation in
• Applications which consume the most bandwidth

• Magnitude and duration of peak bandwidth (show graphs!)



Exploring peak bandwidth

• Motivated by Network Function Virtualization
• Networking devices on commodity hardware with elastic total capacity

• Networks with brief peak utilization offer more potential energy 
savings

• Start by studying what percentage of time our networks spend at 
peak utilization

• Look for trends by region, application use, network type.
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Reduction Bounds

Value of r Cellular Fixed

0 0.39 0.43

1 1.39 1.43

2 2.39 2.43

3 3.39 3.43

𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑟 + (1 −
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
)



Peak flow rates

• What is a flow?
• TCP: Exactly what you expect…

• UDP: All packet with the same 5-tuple, with < 10 secs betw successive packets

• What is peak flow rate?

• Why study peak flow rates?
• Many devices track per-flow state (e.g., OpenFlow router, PTS, billing systems)

• Higher flow rates increase processor utilization, and can grow flow tables
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Overall peak flow rates

• Peak flow rates ranged from (1,887 – 38,052) Flows/Gbit
• And 228,500 Flows/Gbit for a network suffering a DNS flood attack

• Large proportions of DNS, PeerToPeer, social networking often lead to 
higher overall flow rates

• Video dominated networks have lower peak flow rates

• Factor of 20 spread observed over 45 networks
• And even more when under attack

• Challenging conditions for deploying a cost-effective, flow aware 
device.



In Summary…

• There is no such thing as a typical network
• Even in geographically close networks

• Flow rates vary significantly within an application, across applications.
• Facebook (flow rate) is not the same everywhere.

• One or two popular applications can shape the bandwidth curve

• Networks operate below peak bandwidth much of the time
• But bandwidth curves are not easy to predict

• Measuring at the network’s edge is valuable


